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Non-antibiotic antimicrobial
polydopamine surface coating
to prevent stable biofilm
formation on satellite telemetry
tags used in cetacean
conservation applications
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Laura Lyons1, Caleigh Dunn1, Jooke Robbins2, Bruce P. Lee1,
Alexandre Zerbini3,4,5 and Rupak M. Rajachar1,4*

1Department of Biomedical Engineering, Michigan Technological University, Houghton,
MI, United States, 2Center for Coastal Studies, Provincetown, MA, United States, 3Marine Mammal
Laboratory, Alaska Fisheries Science Center, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), Seattle, WA, United States, 4Marine Ecology and Telemetry Research (MarEcoTel), Seabeck,
WA, United States, 5Cascadia Research Collective, Olympia, WA, United States
Satellite telemetry tags, used to monitor the migratory behavior of cetaceans,

have the potential to be a vehicle for infection due to their invasive nature.

Antibiotic coatings have been previously employed to reduce the chances of

infection via the formation of a stable biofilm on the surface of the tags.

However, increased use of antibiotics has the potential to lead to the

development of antibiotic-resistant pathogens. To prevent the formation of

antibiotic-resistant pathogens, a polydopamine surface coating that, when

exposed to oxygen, releases low doses (~40-100µM) of hydrogen peroxide

over a prolonged period (>24 hours) can be used to replace current antibiotic

coatings used in the field. These pDA coatings can reduce bacterial adhesion

frommodel bacteria from the two most common genotypes found on the skin

of cetaceans (Psychrobacter and Tenacibaculum). The adhesion of

Psychrobacter bacteria was reduced by 80% (p<0.01) while Tenacibaculum

was reduced by 70% (p<0.001). When the bacteria were dosed with a non-

lethal quantity of hydrogen peroxide (200µM) prior to being exposed to pDA

surface coatings, there was no decrease in the efficacy of the coatings. This

indicates a resistance to hydrogen peroxide will not be formed quickly. Overall,

the polydopamine surface coatings were able to reduce the adhesion of model

bacteria strains on the surface of medical grade stainless steel, which could

increase the functional tag service life while reducing the chances of infection.

KEYWORDS

polydopamine (coating), cetacean marine mammal, satellite telemetry, biofilm
prevention, antimicrobial
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1 Introduction

Monitoring behavioral patterns of marine mammals is a vital

component in the ongoing study of general ocean health and the

ecology of individual populations. Currently, satellite telemetry

tags and biopsy samples are used to monitor migration patterns

and animal health status respectively. Telemetry tags and biopsy

tips are, most commonly, made from medical grade stainless

steel (316L) (Lagerquist et al., 2008; Balmer et al., 2014) or

titanium (Andrews et al., 2008). Biopsy tips are used to gather

tissue samples which are analyzed to determine the animals’

health status and tissue composition. These results can shed light

on the current pollutants in the ocean as most marine mammals

store pollutants in their blubber tissue. Biopsy samples are

commonly used for sexing but are also used to run genetic

analysis to determine potential population interbreeding

through DNA sequencing. Satellite telemetry tags have been

used to monitor migration and diving behavior of large marine

mammals. Cetacean migration behavior has been monitored

using transdermal tags which penetrate through the skin implant

into the underlying blubber tissue. While these are useful tools to

track movement, they can act as a vehicle for infection. Both

these devices, telemetry tags and biopsy tips, penetrate through

exterior dermal layer and into the underlying blubber tissue

(Andrews et al., 2019). Biopsy tips are less likely to cause

infection as they are not meant to remain implanted.

However, telemetry tags are used to monitor the migration

and behavior patterns of large cetaceans for prolonged periods

of time (>2 weeks) which can allow time for bacteria present in

the microbiome to attach and proliferate on the tag surface.

The microbiome located on the surface of the skin in

cetaceans is complex and vital to individual health and well-

being (Nelson et al., 2015; Ross et al., 2019). Cetacean

microbiomes change year-round and vary geographically (e.g.,

they differ in feeding and breeding habitats of migratory whales)

(Bierlich et al., 2018). However, there are two main genera of

bacteria that make up a majority of the microbiome on cetaceans

year-round: Psychrobacter and Tenacibaculum (Apprill et al.,

2014; Bierlich et al., 2018). Studies of the impact the microbiome

has on the general mammalian health have found that these

bacteria, when on the surface of the skin are harmless or

beneficial to the individual (Nelson et al., 2015). However, if

the bacteria were to get into the underlying tissue, the potential

for infection would increase and could lead to a rise in morbidity

and mortality rates. Thus, objects like satellite telemetry tags that

penetrate the skin over extended periods provide a vehicle for

bacteria to attach and proliferate, potentially leading to biofilm

formation and subsequent infection.

To prevent biofilm formation and subsequent tissue

infection, antibiotic-based surface coatings can be used in

certain invasive instruments (Mate et al., 2007; IWC,

2020).The primary ways that they prevent bacterial infections

include permeabilizing the cell wall as well as DNA, disrupting
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protein synthesis, or disrupting cell wall synthesis. These

coatings are primarily comprised of the antibiotic’s gentamicin

or vancomycin. Gentamicin is used against gram-negative

bacteria and is used to prevent protein synthesis within the

bacteria cells, ultimately, causing cell death (Hahn and Sarre,

1969). Vancomycin can be used on gram-positive bacteria cells

to disrupt cell wall synthesis, causing unwanted pores and

subsequent cell death (Watanakunakorn, 1984). These

antibiotics, while effective, are subject to resistance formed

within a variety of bacterial species (Shakil et al., 2008). The

most common bacterial species to form a resistance to both

Vancomycin and Gentamicin is Staphylococcus (Livermore,

2000) and can be attributed to overuse. Therefore, there has

been growing interest in developing non-antibiotic-based

antimicrobial solutions. Recently, the scientific community has

discouraged the use of antibiotics in cetaceans in favor of

sterilization of instruments or, if necessary, implementation of

a non-antibiotic-based antimicrobial system. Some of these

antimicrobial solutions include the use of reactive oxygen

species (ROS) (Fang, 2011; Vatansever et al., 2013) and other

antimicrobial agents such as silver ions (Ag+) (Pal et al., 2007;

Jung et al., 2008). These methods interrupt bacterial growth

through permeabilizing the cell wall and damaging the cell’s

DNA (Linley et al., 2012). ROS can be found in the natural

wound environment and not only reduces the chances of

infection by creating a concentration gradient (Yoo and

Huttenlocher, 2009; Zhu et al., 2017), but also acts as a

mediator in the wound healing cascade (Ojha et al., 2008; Li

et al., 2016). The chances of a resistance being formed from the

use of ROS are low when compared to the chance with use of

antibiotics due to the necessity of these molecules in cellular

signaling pathways. However, due to the inherent instability of

many ROS, it is difficult to recreate the natural release profile and

subsequent gradient in vitro (Madanská et al., 2004).

Polydopamine (pDA), a well-known marine adhesive derived

from mussel foot proteins, has previously been used as an

antimicrobial agent to prevent bacterial and viral proliferation

(Su et al., 2016; Mude et al., 2021). The antimicrobial capability as

well as the adhesive character of pDA is derived from the

abundance of catechol present on the monomer structure. When

catechol is oxidized or forms a bond to a surface – either organic or

inorganic – a hydroxy radical (OH˙) will form and rapidly oxidize

into the ROS hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) (Liu et al., 2014) (See

Figure 1). The ability for pDA surface coatings to generate H2O2 is

now being explored as a tool to address wound healing and

infection more directly. To improve adhesive and cohesive

character of pDA surface coatings, studies have explored how to

deposit thicker coatings onto various substrates by altering coating

conditions such as pH and coating time (CT) (Zangmeister et al.,

2013; Terrill, 2015). It is thought that thicker pDA coatings will

increase the quantity of cohesive bonds and strengthen the

adhesive character of the coating however, it is unknown how

the thickness will impact the release behavior. It has been found
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that the generation from catechol containing microgels and pDA

surface coatings on metallic substrates takes place over a prolonged

period (>24 hours).

As infection is a concern for the metallic satellite telemetry

tags used in cetacean conservation practices, the ability to reduce

bacterial adhesion to a metallic substrate without a pronounced

chance of resistance being formed is a growing area of interest.

This concern has led to the preventative use of antibiotic

coatings on the surface of implantable devices (e.g., Mate et al.,

2007). However, with increasing use of antibiotics, there comes

an increasing concern regarding antibiotic resistant pathogens

within cetacean populations (IWC, 2020). Currently, there are

no documented accounts of antibiotic resistant pathogens

developing as a result of antibiotic use on the surface of

satellite telemetry tags, however, the potential has driven an

interest in non-antibiotic-based approaches to prevent infection.

Polydopamine surface coatings can act in place of antibiotic

coatings to prevent bacterial adhesion and colonization while

minimizing the chances of resistance being formed. In this work,

we first address the ability for pDA surface coatings to act as a

vehicle for local controlled delivery of H2O2 to prevent the

adhesion of prevalent bacterial types associated with infection,

some terrestrial and some aquatic, to the surface of medical

grade stainless steel. Secondly, we evaluate the potential for a

resistance to form in response to a previous non-lethal exposure

to H2O2 from an external source. As H2O2 is known to be

present in the wound environment, bacteria may be exposed to

H2O2 multiple times and subsequently form a resistance to the

ROS. Ultimately, the goal of this work is to develop a non-

antibiotic-based pDA surface coating which can be applied to

invasive instruments commonly used to monitor cetacean
Frontiers in Marine Science 03
populations, such as consolidated satellite telemetry

tags (Figure 1).
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Synthesis of pDA surface coating

316L stainless steel coupons (10mm x 20mm rectangular

samples) with varying surface roughness [Standard roughness

average (Ra) = 0.635µm, Brushed Ra = 0.813µm, Mirrored Ra =

0.15µm] were used and coated using previously established

methods (Tyo et al., 2019). The varying surface finishes of the

coupons were chosen due to patterning and polishing techniques

used on satellite telemetry tags to determine the depth of

penetration and general finishing techniques used to sharpen

the tip. Briefly, coupons were exposed to a 2mg/mL dopamine-

HCl (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis MO) solution in a Tris-HCl buffer

(Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis MO) of pH 7.4 at room temperature

(21°C) or 8.5 at 35°C for 24 hours. After coating, coupons were

removed and gently shaken in PBS (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis

MO) (pH 7.4) to remove any non-adherent pDA from the

surface. Coupons that were not used immediately after coating

were set to air dry in a nitrogen-rich environment until use.

Coatings created using a pH 7.4 solution at room temperature

have previously demonstrated a release profile that resulted in a

solution with a concentration of H2O2 of approximately 40µM

after 24 hours. These coatings are referred to as our Low Release

coatings. The coatings created using a pH 8.5 solution at body

temperature had twice the release as the Low Release coatings

(~80µM) and are referred to as our High Release coatings.
FIGURE 1

Schematic representation of deposition of pDA coatings onto the surface of a satellite telemetry tag. (A) An uncoated tag is placed into a
dopamine-HCl solution for 24 hours and (B) a conformational pDA coating, which appears brown in color, is formed. (C) When exposed to
oxygen, the catechol on unpolymerized dopamine molecules will oxidize and form the reactive oxygen species hydrogen peroxide.
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2.2 Surface characterization using X-Ray
photon spectroscopy and contact angle
measurements

2.2.1 Degree of polymerization
As the release of H2O2 from the surface coatings is

dependent on the polymerization of pDA, the degree of

polymerization of the pDA coatings was evaluated. Coupons

with a standard surface finish were coated using the previously

described protocol and the quantity of hydroxyl (OH) groups

was evaluated using X-ray photon spectroscopy (XPS). C1s and

O1s photoelectrons were evaluated at a random location on each

coating and analyzed using CasaXPS® software using a 70%

Gaussian, 30% Lorenztian peak fit. The quantity of each bond

type was determined using the intensity of the peaks. A value of

533eV was used to determine OH groups from the O1 peaks

while oxidized catechol were determined to be at a binding

energy of 531.5-532eV within the O1 peaks. To compare the

release from the coatings with the degree of polymerization, a

ferrous oxidative (FOX) assay (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis MO)

was performed on coupons coated at the same time as those used

for XPS analysis. A FOX assay is used to measure the quantity of

H2O2 in solution through a colorimetric change. This

colorimetric change occurs via the initial oxidation of Fe2+ to

Fe3+ after which, xylenol orange will be oxidized and a complex

which has an absorption around 560nm will be produced (Wolff,

1994). This product is then measured using a plate reader and

used as an indicator of H2O2 content.

2.2.2 Contact angle measurements
The addition of pDA to a surface has been well established to

increase surface hydrophilicity. Thus, the impact on surface

hydrophilicity with the addition of our pDA surface coatings

was evaluated. First, medical-grade stainless steel coupons of

varying surface finishes were coated with our Low Release and

High Release pDA coatings. Next, the coatings were allowed to

air dry, and the contact angle was evaluated using a goniometer

(Ossila Contact Angle Goniometer). A drop of diH2O (5µL) was

placed onto the surface from a height of 10mm. The drop was

allowed to equilibrate, and an image was taken; the contact angle

was then recorded using both sides of the drop. Measurements

from 0-90° delineate wetting, hydrophilic surfaces, while

measurements greater than 90° distinguish a non-wetting

hydrophobic surface.

2.2.3 Surface characteristics
The thickness of the pDA coatings was evaluated previously

with XPS analysis (see Tyo et al., 2019 for those results). In this

study, AFM was attempted to evaluate for thickness of the

coatings; however, it was found that dip coating to prevent

coating deposition on half the stainless-steel coupon resulted in
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uneven coating thickness. The results from the preliminary AFM

experiments can be seen in Supplemental Figures 1, 2.
2.3 Bacterial growth response to various
doses of hydrogen peroxide

The dosing concentration of H2O2 required to induce a

bacteriostatic response in Escherichia coli (E. coli) (ATCC BAA-

2471), Staphylococcus epidermidis (S. epi) (ATCC 12228), and

Tenacibaculum skagerrakense (T. skag) (ATCC BAA-459) was

determined prior to the evaluation of bacterial adhesion. The

dose required to induce bacteriostatic behavior for 12 hours was

determined by incubating cell suspensions (1.3x105 CFU/cm2)

in their respective growth media determined by the

manufacturer with different initial doses of H2O2 over at least

24 hours. E. coli and S. epi were incubated at 37°C in a tryptic soy

broth (TSB) solution while T. skag was incubated at room

temperature (21°C) in a marine broth (ATCC, Manassas VA).

The turbidity of the solutions was evaluated at using absorbance

readings of optical density (OD) at 600nm (OD600). The

absorbance readings were taken using UV-Vis turbidity

measurements to determine cell concentration. These

concentrations were compared to controls to determine the

length of bacteriostatic effects in response to the various doses.

The threshold for bacteriostatic behavior was determined to be a

turbidity measurement below 0.2.
2.4 Bacterial adhesion to pDA coated
coupons

Stainless steel coupons, with varying surface roughness, were

coated using the Low Release and High Release pDA surface

coatings and were incubated in bacterial cell suspensions (105

CFU/mL) for one-third of the bacterial growth period. The four

bacterium types used were Psychrobacter cryohalolentis (P. cryo)

(ATCC BAA-1226), T. skag, S. epi, and E. coli. Coupons, coated

and uncoated, were incubated in P. cryo at room temperature

(21°C) for 24 hours, T. skag at room temperature for 20 hours, S.

epi at 37°C for 24 hours, and E. coli at 37°C for 6 hours. P. cryo

and T. skag were used as a model for the bacteria present in the

microbiome on healthy whale skin. Both belong to the two most

abundant genera found on the surface of healthy whale skin. S.

epi was used to evaluate the reaction of a gram-positive bacteria

to pDA surface coatings while E. coli was used to evaluate the

response of more substrate sensitive pathogens.

After incubating samples in the bacterial suspensions,

coupons were removed and rinsed in diH2O to remove any

non-adherent bacteria. Bacteria were then fixed to the surface

using a 4% glutaraldehyde solution. Once removed, coupons
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were serially dehydrated in ethanol before imaging using a field-

emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM). Bacteria

counts were conducted, and the coated coupons were

compared to the uncoated coupons.
2.5 Bacterial adhesion to pDA coated
coupons after exposure to H2O2

There is a concern for a resistance, or tolerance, to develop after

exposure to a non-lethal bolus dose of a ROS. To evaluate this

potential, bacterial suspensions (105 CFU/mL) were exposed to a

200µM dose of H2O2 for 24 hours. After the exposure time, the

bacteria were seeded on an agar plate and were grown until

individual bacterial colonies were observed: E. coli and S. epi were

grown for 24 hours, P. cryo for 72 hours, and T. skag for 60 hours.

These colonies were then used to create new bacterial suspensions

(105 CFU/mL) and adhesion was evaluated on coated and uncoated

standard finished stainless steel coupons as described in section 2.4.
2.6 Statistical analysis

All tests were performed in triplicate unless otherwise

specified and statistical analyses were run using a one-way

analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s HSD analysis and

Student’s t-test for comparing means of multiple groups and two

groups, respectively, with a p-value less than or equal to 0.05

considered significant (JMP Pro 15 and MS Excel).
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3 Results

3.1 Surface characterization using X-Ray
photon spectroscopy and contact angle
measurements

3.1.1 Degree of polymerization
After the pDA coatings were synthesized, they were

characterized using a broad spectrum XPS scan (Figure 2).

The O1 peaks were used to determine the relative quantity of

OH side groups which corresponds to the degree of

polymerization (Zangmeister et al., 2013). Coatings that had a

higher quantity of OH groups indicated a lower degree of

polymerization while those with lower quantities of OH

groups indicated a higher level of polymerization. It was

observed that the pDA coatings that release a larger quantity

of H2O2 (High Release) had a lower degree of polymerization

when compared to the pDA coatings that released a smaller

quantity of H2O2 (Low Release) (XPS intensity measurements:

60202 vs 33698).

3.1.2 Contact angle measurements
Without the addition of pDA surface coatings, the surface of

medical-grade stainless steel was evaluated to be hydrophobic (q
= 103°). When the Low Release and High Release pDA surface

coatings were added to the surface of standard stainless steel, the

contact angle became significantly more hydrophilic (q = 30°

and 25°, respectively) (Figure 3). On both the brushed

and mirrored surface, when the pDA coatings were
A B

D

C

FIGURE 2

Quantity of C-O bonds on the surface of High Release and Low Release pDA coupons with their corresponding H2O2 release. Coupons were
coated using the High Release (pH 8.5 at 35°C) and Low Release (pH 7.4 at 21°C) coating conditions and were subsequently analyzed for release
and quantity of C-O bonds. (A-C) XPS results of O1s. There was a higher concentration of C-O bonds on the high coated coupons when
compared to the low coated coupons. (D) Release evaluated from coupons. The higher concentration of C-O bonds corresponds with a higher
concentration of H2O2 in solution after 24 hours. A * indicates a significant difference (p<0.05).
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applied, the surfaces became hydrophilic and complete wetting

was observed.
3.2 Dose-dependent growth response
to H2O2

Turbidity measurements were taken at various timepoints

up to 48 hours after being exposed to a single bolus dose of

H2O2. The quantity of H2O2 required to induce a bacteriostatic

response for up to 12 hours was determined and used to evaluate

how sensitive each bacteria type is to H2O2. Table 1 summarizes

the doses required to induce bacteriostatic conditions in the four

species of bacteria evaluated. S. epi was the most sensitive

bacteria, responding with a dose as low as 50µM. E. coli and P.

cryo displayed a bacteriostatic response with the addition of a

100µM dose. T. skag was the most robust bacteria, requiring a

dose of at least 150µM to display bacteriostatic behavior. The

growth curves generated from these experiments can be found in

Supplemental Figures 3-5.
3.3 Bacterial adhesion to pDA
coated coupons

3.3.1 Escherichia coli
Previously published results found that the Low Release

pDA coatings significantly reduced the adhesion of E. coli on
Frontiers in Marine Science 06
the standard surface finish (70% reduction) while the adhesion

was increased on the brushed surface with the addition of the

Low Release pDA coating (25% increase) (Figure 4). There was

no statistical difference in adhesion on the mirrored surface with

the addition of the Low Release pDA coating. However, when E.

coli were exposed to the High Release pDA coating, there was a

significant reduction in adhesion observed – at least 60% from

each respective uncoated surface control – for all surface finishes

(p<0.05) (Figure 4). There was a baseline increase in adhesion

observed when the surface roughness was increased (roughly a

3-fold increase) (Figure 4), however, this result is consistent with

other findings and is a well-known response of E. coli (Ortega

et al., 2010). The impact of surface finish was observed on

uncoated surfaces as well as Low Release and High Release pDA

surface coatings (Supplemental Figure 6).

3.3.2 Staphylococcus epidermidis
The adhesion of S. epi bacteria to the surface of uncoated and

Low Release pDA coatings was not statistically different on the

standard and brushed surface finishes. On the mirrored surface

finish, adhesion was significantly reduced (60% reduction when

compared to an uncoated mirrored surface) (p<0.05) (Figure 5).

The adhesion between all surface finishes was not statistically

different without the pDA coating, however, when pDA surface

coatings were added there was a significant reduction in

adhesion observed on the mirrored surface finish when

compared to the standard and brushed surface finishes

(Supplemental Figure 7). The High Release pDA surface
A

B

FIGURE 3

Contact angle using diH2O on standard and brushed SS with and without pDA surface coatings. (A) When a drop of diH2O was places on the
surface of an uncoated piece of SS with a standard surface finish the angle made between the drop and surface was approximately 103°. When
the pDA coating was applied, the surface became significantly more hydrophilic (q < 30°, p<0.05). There was no significant difference in
hydrophilicity between the pDA coatings. (B) There was no significant difference in contact angle with underlying substrate roughness changed
for the uncoated SS surfaces. However, when the pDA surface coatings were applied to either a brushed or mirrored surface there was
significantly more spreading (p<0.05). The contact angle was not able to be measured as complete spreading was observed on these surfaces.
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coating on the standard and brushed surface finishes did not

reduce bacterial adhesion, instead, S. epi adhesion was increased

(p<0.05) (Figure 5). The increase with the addition of the High

Release pDA compared to the uncoated surface was not

observed for the mirrored surface finish, rather, a decrease was

still observed when compared to the uncoated surface (25%

reduction) (p<0.05) (Figure 5).

3.3.3 Psychrobacter cryohalolentis
Low Release pDA coatings did not reduce the adhesion of P.

cryo on standard and mirrored surface finishes but did

significantly reduce the adhesion on a brushed surface (34%

reduction) (p<0.05) (Figure 6). The High Release pDA coatings

inhibited bacterial adhesion on all surface finishes when

compared to the respective uncoated surface (>30% reduction

on all surfaces) (Figure 6). Bacterial adhesion was reduced by

80% on the standard surface finish, 66% on the brushed surface
Frontiers in Marine Science 07
finish, and 30% on the mirrored surface with the addition of the

High Release pDA surface coatings (Figure 6). Of the tested

surface finishes, the mirrored surface finish was the least effective

at reducing bacterial adhesion when the High Release pDA

coating was added (Supplemental Figure 8).

3.3.4 Tenacibaculum skagerrakense
Stainless steel coupons coated with Low Release and High

Release pDA coatings were both observed to significantly

decrease the overall bacterial adhesion of T. Skag bacteria

(Figure 7). When the underlying surface finish was changed

from the standard surface finish, there was an increase in

adhesion for brushed and mirrored surfaces with Low Release

pDA coatings (Supplemental Figure 9). With the High Release

pDA coating, there was a significant reduction on the mirrored

surfaces (approximately a 40% reduction) when compared to

both the standard and brushed surface finishes (Supplemental

Figure 9). However, these adhered bacteria exhibit different

morphology between the stagnant growth phase (round/

globular) and exponential growth (rod like/spindly)

(Supplemental Figure 10) (Frette et al., 2004). When

comparing the morphology of the adherent bacteria, it was

found that the High Release pDA surface coating both

decreased the total adherent bacteria (Figure 7) and increased

the proportion of adherent bacteria that were in the stagnant

growth phase. All bacteria on the surface of uncoated stainless

steel – regardless of surface finish – were in the exponential

growth phase.
TABLE 1 The minimum quantity of H2O2 required to induce a
bacteriostatic response for 12 hours in the bacterium types tested for
adhesion to 316L SS coupons.

Bacteria type Minimum one-time dose

E. coli 100µM

S. epi 50µM

P. cryo 100µM

T. skag 150µM
FIGURE 4

Adhesion of E. coli to the surface of 316L SS coupons. Coupons were coated using both the Low Release (pH 7.4, 21°C) and High Release (pH
8.5, 35°C) coating conditions. The coupons were then incubated for 6 hours in a solution of E. coli and the adhesion was evaluated. The
adhesion of E. coli on Low Release coatings was significantly reduced on the standard surface finish. The adhesion was significantly inhibited by
the High Release surface coatings on all surface finishes. An asterisk indicates a significant difference from the respective uncoated surface (*
p<0.05** p<0.01). An analysis of any significant differences between surfaces can be found in Supplemental Figure 6.
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3.4 Bacterial adhesion to pDA
coated coupons after exposure
to hydrogen peroxide

After exposure to a non-lethal dose of H2O2, there was no

significant difference observed between the adhesion of E. coli on

the surface of High Release pDA coatings when compared to E.

coli that were not previously exposed to a high dose of H2O2

(Figure 8A). However, there was still a significant decrease in the
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adhesion of E. coli to the surface of the standard surface finish

stainless steel from the uncoated surface to the coated surfaces

regardless of previous exposure to H2O2.

As previously described, on a standard surface finish

(control) there was a significant increase in the quantity of S.

epi adhered to the stainless steel with the addition of a High

Release pDA coating (Figure 5). However, after S. epi was

exposed to a non-lethal dose of H2O2 for 24 hours prior to

being exposed to a High Release pDA coating, a significant
FIGURE 5

Adhesion of S. epi to the surface of 316 SS coupons. Coupons were coated using both the Low Release (pH 7.4, 21°C) and High Release (pH 8.5,
35°C) coating conditions. The coupons were then incubated for 24 hours in a solution of S. epi and the adhesion was evaluated. The adhesion
of S. epi on Low Release coatings was not significantly reduced on standard and brushed surfaces but was significantly inhibited on the mirrored
surface. Bacterial adhesion was significantly increased on all High Release coatings when compared to the low coated coupons, however on
the mirrored surface the high coated pDA coupons still exhibited significantly less adhesion when compared to the corresponding uncoated
coupons. (* p<0.05** p<0.01*** p<0.001). An analysis of any significant differences between surfaces can be found in Supplemental Figure 7.
FIGURE 6

Adhesion of P. cryo to the surface of 316 SS coupons. Coupons were coated using both the Low Release (pH 7.4, 21°C) and High Release (pH
8.5, 35°C) coating conditions. The coupons were then incubated for 24 hours in a solution of P. cryo, and the adhesion was evaluated. The
adhesion of P. cryo on Low Release coatings was not significantly reduced for the standard and mirrored surface types but was significantly
reduced on the brushed surface. The adhesion was significantly inhibited on all High Release coatings. A * indicates a significant difference from
the respective uncoated surface (* p<0.05** p<0.01). An analysis of any significant differences between surfaces can be found in Supplemental
Figure 8.
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reduction in adhesion was observed when compared to both

the uncoated surface (44% reduction) and the previously

unexposed bacteria on a High Release pDA coating (30%

reduction) (Figure 8B).

After P. cryo was exposed to a non-lethal dose of H2O2 and

then exposed to a High Release pDA coated surface, there was a

significant reduction in adhesion when compared to both the

uncoated surface (90% reduction) and the High Release pDA

coating (17% reduction) with previously unexposed bacteria

(p<0.01) (Figure 8C). After T. skag was exposed to the non-

lethal dose of H2O2 and then exposed to a High Release pDA

coating, there was a significant reduction in adhesion when

compared to the uncoated surface (40% reduction, p<0.05) but

was not significantly different from the High Release pDA

coating with previously unexposed bacteria (Figure 8D).
4 Discussion

Due to the prevalent concern with the use of antibiotics to

prevent biofilm formation on the surface of satellite telemetry

tags, alternative antimicrobial solutions which reduce the

chances of resistance being formed has become necessary. One

such antimicrobial that can prevent bacterial growth without a

resistance formation is H2O2. The pDA surface coatings that

were used in this work were previously established to be

conformational and stable in solution on 316L stainless steel

coupons with various surface finishes and produce low doses of

H2O2 over a prolonged period of time (Tyo et al., 2019). This

work furthered the characterization of the pDA coatings and
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found the difference in release quantities between the Low

Release coating condition (pH 7.4 solution at 21°C) and the

High Release coating condition (pH 8.5 solution at 35°C) to be

related to the quantity of OH groups (Figure 2) which has been

attributed to the degree of polymerization. Due to this

correlation, we can conclude the degree of polymerization

directly affects the concentration of OH groups which

subsequently effects the release profile. The two release profiles

evaluated in this study for concentration of OH groups were

then used to evaluate bacterial adhesion. The ability to tailor the

release of H2O2 based on the coating conditions places our pDA

surface coatings in a unique position. These coatings could be

tailored to prevent the adhesion of a specific bacterium based on

its unique susceptibility to the ROS H2O2.

Prior to testing bacterial adhesion with pDA surface

coatings, bacteria were evaluated for their bacteriostatic

threshold. It was found that all bacterium types tested

remained in a bacteriostatic condition for at least 12 hours

when exposed to a dose of H2O2 greater than 150µM. A

summary of the minimum exogenous dose required to induce

bacteriostatic conditions for 12 hours as well as the reduction in

adhesion when exposed to the High Release coating can be

found in Table 2. As all the bacterium types tested showed a

threshold at which their growth was inhibited, this makes H2O2

a potentially viable antimicrobial to use as a mechanism to

reduce or prevent bacterial adhesion.

Bacteria exposed to medical grade (316L) stainless steel were

observed to have little problem adhering to the surface while

those exposed to pDA coated stainless steel did not form the

same stable adhesive bonds – with one notable exception: S. epi
FIGURE 7

Adhesion of T. skag to the surface of 316 SS coupons. Coupons were coated using both the Low Release (pH 7.4, 21°C) and High Release (pH
8.5, 35°C) coating conditions. The coupons were then incubated for 20 hours in a solution of T. skag and the adhesion was evaluated. It was
found that the addition of pDA surface coatings significantly reduced bacterial adhesion when compared to the uncoated surface. There was a
significant difference between the low coated and high coated pDA coatings on the standard and mirrored surface, however, there was no
difference in bacterial adhesion on the brushed surface between the coatings. A * indicates a significant difference from the respective uncoated
surface (* p<0.05** p<0.01*** p<0.01). A # indicates an individual significant difference (# p<0.05## p<0.01). An analysis of any significant
differences between surfaces can be found in Supplemental Figure 8.
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(Figure 9). The Low Release pDA surface coating proved to be

effective at preventing bacterial adhesion to stainless steel with a

standard surface finish on half the tested strains (E. coli and T.

skag) while the High Release coating was able to reduce adhesion

on all gram-negative bacterial strains for the three tested surface

finishes. The Low Release pDA coating only reduced bacterial

adhesion with E. coli on a standard surface finish (Figure 4) and

was able to consistently reduce adhesion, regardless of surface

finish, with T. skag (Figure 7). The two aquatic bacterial strains

exhibited a sensitivity to the High Release pDA surface coating

regardless of surface finish. These gram-negative bacteria strains
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are more likely to be susceptible to ROS as they do not inherently

possess a mechanism to degrade H2O2 into its byproducts.

Staphylococcus spp have the less common ability to degrade

H2O2 into its byproducts –water and oxygen – and use them as a

source of nutrients to increase growth (Ryan and Kleinberg,

1995; Painter et al., 2015). We see this behavior when S. epi was

exposed to our High Release pDA coatings regardless of surface

finish. Once the effectiveness of our High Release pDA surface

coatings to reduce bacterial adhesion was established, the

potential for a resistance to be formed or for efficacy against

bacterial adhesion to decline after prior exposure needed to be
A B

DC

FIGURE 8

The effect of pre-treating various bacterium types with 200µM of hydrogen peroxide prior to evaluating adhesion on pDA coated surfaces.
Stainless steel coupons with a standard surface finish with and without the High Release pDA coating were exposed to bacteria that either were
never exposed to a non-lethal dose of hydrogen peroxide or were pre-treated with a bolus dose of 200µM for 24 hours before being
propagated. On all bacteria tested, no resistance was seen (i.e., there was no increase in adhesion on the pDA coated coupons when pre-
treated bacteria was compared to the non-treated bacteria). (A), E. coli saw no significant decrease when compared to the non-treated pDA
coated coupons, but the adhesion was significantly inhibited compared to the uncoated surface. (B) S. epi saw an increase in adhesion from the
non-treated bacteria with the addition of the pDA coating however, pre-treated bacteria were less likely to adhere to the pDA coating. (C) P.
cryo bacteria saw an additional decrease in bacterial adhesion on pDA coated coupons when compared to both the uncoated and coated
surface. (D) T. skag saw similar results to that of E. coli where there was no resistance seen after treatment but also no additional susceptibility
to the pDA coating. A * indicates a significant difference from the uncoated control (*p<0.05**p<0.01***p<0.001), while a ### indicates an
individual significant difference (p<0.001).
TABLE 2 Summary of bacterial responses to one-time bolus doses of H2O2 and High Release pDA surface coatings.

Bacteria type Minimum one-time dose Change in adhesion

E. coli 100µM -65% ± 8.3%

P. cryo 100µM -80% ± 6.6%

T. skag 100µM* -37% ± 6.4%

S. epi 50µM +86% ± 22.5%
The minimum one-time dose was calculated as the minimum dose required to induce a bacteriostatic response (turbidity measurement < 0.2) for 12 hours. The change in adhesion value is
representative of the adhesion to the High Release pDA surface coatings for each bacteria type relative to the uncoated stainless-steel control.
* The baseline bacterial growth at 12 hours was not above 0.2. Because of this, the tine threshold used to evaluate bacteriostatic conditions was 18 hours.
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established. Most works examining resistance use bolus doses of

H2O2 which induce a 90% reduction in viability. Interestingly, S.

epi seemed to become more susceptible to pDA coatings after

prior exposure to H2O2 (200µM) (Figure 8) while the other

bacteria species tested showed no significant change in adhesion

between pre-treated and untreated bacteria. It has been observed

that extracellular DNA contributes to an increase in bacterial

adhesion and subsequent biofilm formation (Pakkulnan et al.,

2019). As H2O2 can damage DNA, both intracellular and

extracellular, it is possible that any extracellular DNA

deposited on the surface of the stainless steel which would

have acted to improve bacterial adhesion is unable to due to

the presence of the pDA surface coatings. These coatings have

demonstrated they can reduce bacterial adhesion to the surface

of 316L stainless steel which indicates that they could be

beneficial if applied in the field. As the largest chance for

infection comes prior to and during implantation of the

satellite telemetry tags, the oxidation and subsequent release of

H2O2 from the pDA coatings could act to reduce the chance for

infection during the tagging process.

The addition of pDA surface coatings also significantly

increased the surface hydrophilicity (Figure 3) which could

potentially lead to a reduction in bacterial adhesion without

the additional hydrogen peroxide generation. However, each
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bacteria species will have different responses to surface features

such as hydrophobicity which can be seen in the responses from

each bacterium to both Low Release and High Release pDA

coatings. S. epi and P. cryo showed no significant reduction in

bacterial adhesion when the Low Release coating was added,

despite there being a significant increase in surface

hydrophilicity. However, when exposed to the High Release

pDA coating, there was a significant reduction in bacterial

adhesion for P. cryo bacteria (80% ± 6.6%, p<0.01). There was

no significant difference found in surface hydrophilicity between

the pDA coatings which indicates that the reduction in adhesion

was most likely due to the H2O2 generated by the High

Release coating.

Currently, pDA coatings are primarily used to improve

surface adhesivity, either by priming the surface to better bind

to a secondary substrate or acting synergistically with a

secondary adhesive (Beckford and Zou, 2014; He et al., 2014;

Tran et al., 2018), or are used detect the presence of various

molecules (Ma et al., 2013; Lin et al., 2014; Xu et al., 2019).

However, this work indicates pDA surface coatings can be an

effective way to reduce bacterial adhesion and subsequently

reduce the chance of biofilm formation and infection on

medical grade stainless steel. As infection is a concern with the

use of implantable devices, not just for cetaceans but for all
FIGURE 9

Summary of bacterial adhesion on 316L stainless steel in response to High Release pDA surface coating. Bacteria exposed to a High Release
pDA surface coating for one-third of their full growth cycle were not able to adhere to the surface of medical grade stainless steel as effectively
as they could on an uncoated surface. The only exception, from the bacteria tested, was S. epi which adhered more effectively to a High
Release pDA coated surface. Bacteria can be seen on FESEM images and are highlighted in red.
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marine animals, these coatings could be applied to a range of

tools used in marine conservation. Due to the sensitive nature of

pDA assembly and polymerization, we cannot say with certainty

that the coatings, when applied to another metallic substrate

(e.g., titanium) will exhibit the same release behavior. However,

the same optimization and characterization techniques our

group has used to develop these pDA coatings can be used to

create coatings that would work on virtually any surface.
Conclusion

Stainless steel coated with pDA has a demonstrated ability to

reduce bacterial adhesion of E. coli, T. skag, and P. cryo

regardless of the underlying surface roughness. The coating,

which has a tailorable release profile through the alteration of

coating conditions, has the potential to reduce bacterial adhesion

and therefore prevent biofilm formation which could lead to

subsequent infection. In addition to being able to prevent

bacterial adhesion, the quantities of H2O2 released are within

the therapeutic range and have the potential to aid in wound

healing mechanisms. Future work will evaluate the ability for the

pDA coatings to act as a wound healing aid via direct cellular

contact or through the prolonged release of micro-doses

of H2O2.
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